2012-2013 By the Numbers

3088 total cases of misconduct charged; approx 17% handled in SCCS

**Academic Misconduct**
310 students charged:
50% involved plagiarism;
48% were faculty resolved,
of the remaining 52% heard by SCCS,
77% were found responsible

**Social Misconduct**
2819 students charged:
43% found responsible
71% involved alcohol
3% involved ambulance/EMS
7 cases included Harassment charges
20 Physical Contact (excluding Sexual)
13 Weapons

**Sexual Misconduct**
7 students were charged (mult. Incidents)
86% found responsible
57% involved alcohol/drugs

**Sanctions**
11 cases resulted in suspension
2 cases resulted in expulsion
7 cases resulted in a negative notation
on the student’s transcript
558 alcohol/drug education classes
12 cases were referred to CRS
2011-2012 By the Numbers

2821 total cases of misconduct charged
X% via the online report form (X non-AMRF cases). This is a 8% reduction over 10-11.

**Academic Misconduct**
242 students charged (X% via public report form):
  - 62% involved plagiarism;
  - 54% were faculty resolved,
    of the remaining 46% heard by SCCS,
    41% were found responsible

**Social Misconduct**
2579 students charged:
  - 62% found responsible
  - 68% involved alcohol
    - 4% involved ambulance/EMS
    - 6 cases included Harassment charges
  - 19 Physical Contact (excluding Sexual)
    - 2 Weapons

**Sexual Misconduct**
5 students were charged (mult. Incidents)
  - 100% found responsible
  - 80% involved alcohol/drugs

**Sanctions**
4 cases resulted in suspension
0 cases resulted in expulsion
2 cases resulted in a negative notation
  on the student’s transcript
628 alcohol/drug education classes
31 cases were referred to CRS
2010-2011 By the Numbers

3075 total cases of misconduct charged
4% via the online report form (6 non-AMRF cases). This is a 17% reduction over 09-10.
DPS wasn’t sending SCCS reports of incidents referred municipally. SCCS sent warnings (60) for most potential football game violations.

**Academic Misconduct**
266 students charged (45% via public report form):
  - 55% involved plagiarism;
  - 49% were faculty resolved,
  - of the remaining 51% heard by SCCS,
  - 64% were found responsible

**Social Misconduct**
2802 students charged:
  - 67% found responsible
  - 76% involved alcohol/drugs
  - 3% involved ambulance/EMS
  - 19 cases included Harassment charges
  - 30 Physical Contact (excluding Sexual)
  - 0 Weapons

**Sexual Misconduct**
4 students were charged (mult. Incidents)
  - 100% found responsible
  - 50% involved alcohol/drugs

**Sanctions**
7 cases resulted in suspension
2 cases resulted in expulsion
2 cases resulted in a negative notation on the student’s transcript
797 alcohol/drug education classes
2 cases were referred to CRS
2009-2010 By the Numbers

3687 cases of misconduct charged

**Academic Misconduct**
115 students charged:
50% involved plagiarism
40% were faculty resolved;
of the remaining 60% heard by SCCS,
72% were found responsible

**Alcohol Violations**
1154 students charged
69% were found responsible for one
or more charges (793 students)

**Drug Violations**
405 students charged
52% were found responsible for one
or more charges (209 students)

**Harassment, Physical or Unwanted Contact, and/or Weapons Violations**
37 students charged
38% found responsible for one or more charges (14 students)

**Sexual Misconduct**
1 student was charged
100% found responsible for one or more charges (1) student

**Sanctions**
6 cases resulted in suspension
0 cases resulted in expulsion
1 case resulted in a negative notation
on the student’s transcript
410 alcohol/drug education classes
2 cases were sent to Restorative Justice